
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 13

Karatoski- Plan theorem. This is Fubici for Buire category,
We introduce convenient rotation:for a properly P of points,
in a top space X, we write:

↓Ex PCx):<=> for coneagerly many XEX, PC holds
Px=XPCx):<=L for nonmeagerly many XX,P(x) holds.

Note:UUCINxX Pald < 4*xEXUuGN Palx),

This is a baby instance of Karabaski-Ulam.

Theorem (Karabowski- Ulan). ut X, Y be zd atbl top space

lanalogous to the affinitemen assumption in Fabini's Corenl.
# A:XxY be Baire measurable. Then:

(i) UO (Ax is Buire measurable) and BEY (Al is Bairemens.),
where Ax:=334: (IEA), A ==35X: (x,y)CA7.

(FX,3EXXY (SICA F4OxIXFOCY yEAx
=) NOXEX (As is comeager in it.

Similarly, with 4 instead ofX.

(iii) A is meager in XY <3 F***X (Ax is meager in of
<=> NPGY (A" is meager in X).



Proof. (ii) <> lii). Trivial, because taking fibers commutes with
complemente (also unions at leave all

, l, ...., i.e. (Ax=(Ax)

Warm
up (Kim 1. Let PIX a QC4 be sets such not

not
DXR is nouveager (respinowhere dense
then Pal Q are unmanger (resp.
not noher dense),

Proof. We prove the contrapositive, and it's enough
to prove let if P is nowhere dense then

PXY is nowhere dense. Let W be a momply
PxY open at in XxY ol may assume it's = UxLt where DEX open of VEY open. 54'El noneyty

Coisa open
1.7. PRU' =0 hence (PXY) & (Uxv) =0.

Claim2, If FEXXY is meager (esp. nowtere dense) Men

↓OxX (Fx is meager (esp. nowhere dose)).
Proof. It's enough to show the nowhere dense statement,

Making F bigger if necessary, we assure If F is

closed.Note let projy: XXY is an open map



by the def. of product top. By taking complements,
it is enough to prove it if WEXXY is a

dense open at, Ren 4*x (Wx is dense open).
The map rexxy inane-bedding I Up

iseithe
peimage of

open. Fix a ctbl basis (Un) Bo Y, we red le
show het kEx Un (x1Vn70) => FnFOx(WxAVnEd
Fix hism, at let Uni= 3xX: WyNUn#03.
We want he wow this is comeager, so

we'll show let ha

is open case.

For open, note not Un=projy(We (xxVn)), hence is open.
For density, let UaX be conesty open. By the density
of N, We (UxUu)#0, so proJCWn (UxUa))=0,
Hence Un1l #10.

(i) Since A is BM (Daireweas.), A:WAM, where
WCXXY in open

a MOXXY is meager. But then

DXCX, Ax= WAMx & Wxis open.

This by Claim2, F**X(AxFxAMx dMx is

meager), hence FCX (Ax i BM).



(iii) E. Also by Claim2,

(iii) E. We pore he contrapositive:
* is noneager -> J0x (Ax is conmegget,

Bese A is BM, A: WAM, where M is meager

f WV is open al nonnenger
bense A is comeager

4) and oblity of Xa Y, W is a otbl union

of open rectanges, so one men, devoted UVV,
must be

commeager. By Claims, balk UIX of

VEY are nonreager as we have:

#xEU (Wx=0) hence FxEULNx is connedge).
Thus, AXEU (Ax= NxMx a Ux is monoager).
Thus, FXEU (Ax is momenge) hence 3*xX

(Ax is nomenged.

Remark. The Baire means, acception on A is necessary for (ii)

Indeed, theis a non-BM cubut AIRE Rat

intersects every line in at most 2 points.

* pplications of Karatowski - Ulan.



Prop. Finite product of indctbl Baire spaces
is Baire.

Proof. Early exercise.

in topological O-1law. In BST terminology, this just says
that eventual equality relation is generically egodic.

let (Xa) be a sy. of 24 atbl top spaces
of let

X:= TXn.
We define the quivalence relation 10 (x)
on X by: > Eold]y <=) NOu x1=g(2).
This is the relation of eventual equality,
call a st Y=X is lo-invariant if it is a union

· Go-danes. Note it for such a setY, al gey,
we have no FnkxoAx.... Exu 10.xy.xu1Yuz1Ynezs)
=Y

atomic

Thorea. Go is generically enjodic, i.e. every BM Ervinvariant
subset of X is meager or comeager

Proof. This is a nice example of use of localization. Let Y

be an e-inr BM set al suppose is momeager.

By the 80% lamna, I basis open st =X sit.



U
is
--↑ HY. This it is of the form Uox0.x...xCuxXn*

x Xuzzx.... Bemobe Xcu := ixi x You:Txis
so i =UxXsn.
We have the FAIX,AEU*ch (27EY, byRd,
FEzEXsnFxeU (xE7zY. Ths kzXn
F XEU (,zLGY. But by Govinvariance,
↓ xEXsu(27zY. Tus, FzEXuAXeXcu
EY. By kU again, F*x,216X 1238Y,
30 Y is comeaser.

Theorem. Let X be a nonempty perfect Polish
space (e.g. 1).

There is no Bare meas, well-ordering of X,
i.e. I well-ordering of X that is BM as

a subset of X"

Proof. Suppose a is such a well-ordering. An initial segment
is a subset of X closed downward under c.

claim. If AEX is nonmeager BM initial agent,
then KIA): X" is nonmeager.

&

Proof, A↑"


